BONNIE and the BOMBE
A Young Woman’s Ultra Secret World War II Work
In the late 1930’s, Gloucester City (New Jersey) High School student Bonayln “Bonnie”
Wiedrich dreamed of growing up and being able to join the United States Navy. But
unless she chose to become a nurse, that wasn’t possible. Instead, after graduating from
high school in 1940, she became a long distance telephone operator and her dream faded.
That is, until late 1942, when as part of the nation’s
all-out response to the needs of World War II the
Navy created the WAVES (Women Accepted for
Voluntary Emergency Service). The day after she
turned twenty, the minimum age for women to enlist
in the Navy, Bonnie went down to the local recruiting
station and signed up.
But women under the age of 21 needed parental
permission. That posed a small problem…Bonnie had
not told her father of her plans. Although he had been
a merchant seaman during World War I, he wasn’t at
all keen about his little girl joining the Navy. She
probably begged, pleaded…maybe even threatened.
The night before she was scheduled to leave for boot
camp he gave in and signed her permission form.

~ Basic Training in the Bronx ~
In February of 1943, the Navy
leased the Bronx campus of Hunter
College for use as a training base
for WAVES. By the end of World
War II, over 95,000 young women
learned how to be sailors there.
Bonnie was in the first group.
When she completed basic
training, Bonnie was informed that
she had been selected for a top
secret project. No indication why
she had been selected was given.
As a good WAVE…she didn’t ask.

She was told not to tell anyone about her assignment, which she was told was ‘out west’.
An officer warned her that just because she was a woman, she would not be immune
from being shot as a traitor if she did talk. With that extreme admonition ringing in her
ears, Bonnie was given travel orders to Dayton, Ohio, where she reported in May of 1943
to a Navy operation at the National Cash Register Company’s expansive campus.

~ Sugar Camp and Building 26 ~
In 1940, the government had asked NCR to develop electronic defense equipment. This
led to the Navy setting up a super-secret operation in Dayton…the project to which
Bonnie had been assigned. Prior to the start of the war, NCR had established a large
training facility for its sales force that was relatively remote from its headquarters and
manufacturing buildings.
While in Dayton for training, NCR salesmen were quartered in sixty rustic cabins in a
grove of maple trees called Sugar Camp. In the nineteenth century, maple syrup had been
produced there. Cafeteria and recreational facilities were also incorporated in Sugar
Camp’s 31 acres.
In 1943, hundreds of WAVES
were sent to live at Sugar Camp.
Working in three shifts a day, six
days a week, they marched in
formation to work in NCR’s
nearby Building 26. Built in 1939
for use as a night school, this art
deco structure turned out to be
ideal for the Navy’s secretive
work.

One of the WAVES assigned to live and work at
NCR’s facilities in 1943 recently provided the
following memories in an oral history:
“I remember how strange everything seemed
when we arrived in Dayton. Living in a cabin
surrounded by huge trees was quite a change
from boot camp in the Bronx.
“We were delighted with Sugar Camp. It felt like
a little country club. We were more or less like a
bunch of overgrown Girl Scouts. We loved it.”
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The work itself was far less stimulating. All the WAVES knew was that they were
performing defense work. The importance of their work was not fully understood by
them until decades later, when “The Bombe Project” became common knowledge.

~ The Bombe Project ~
The Bombe was an electro-mechanical device invented in 1938 by the Polish to help
unravel coded German messages. They called it a cryptologic ‘bomb’ (bomba
krypologiczna in Polish). The exact origin of the name (later changed to Bombe) may
have resulted because the machine emitted somewhat loud and ominous ticking noises
when running. Refined by the British in 1939, the Bombe proved invaluable in helping
decipher German radio signals encoded using the infamous Enigma machines.
This closely-guarded secret was soon shared with the United States. The Army and Navy
developed hundreds of similar machines for use in decoding German and Japanese
messages during World War II. The Navy’s Bombe machines were manufactured in
Building 26. Each one required dozens of electro-mechanical rotating elements, which
were assembled by the WAVES. A description of one step of that process is remembered
by one of the young women who performed the tedious, repetitive and monotonous work.
“We learned how to solder and to lace harnesses and became quite adept at it. We had
to show identification to get into the building. People in one room had no idea what
those in other rooms were doing. No one knew what we were making…or dared ask.
“We sat at a big table and wired up small
wheels made of Bakelite. Each of these
devices required two sets of twenty-six wires.
Each wire was a different length and color.
We’d solder the wires in place according to a
diagram they gave us. When you finished
one wheel, they’d bring you another one.
“You didn’t question what you were doing;
you just kept that old soldering iron going.
But if you had any intuition, you could
figure it had to have something to do with coded messages. There were 26 digits on the
wheels that appeared to correspond to the 26 letters in the alphabet.”
By the end of World War II, the WAVES stationed in Dayton had produced parts for 121
Bombes. In addition, a number of the young women, including Bonnie, were trained to
operate these incredibly complicated machines that pre-dated computers. The WAVES
acquired top secret clearances that came with more stern admonitions. When their
training was completed, both they and their machines were sent to Washington, DC.
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~ Projects Ultra and Purple ~
Bonnie soon found herself at another girls’ school. In 1942, the Navy had taken over
Mount Vernon Seminary, a nonsectarian private school. The school’s large campus
included fourteen buildings and was located five miles from downtown Washington.
The Navy transformed it into a massive
decoding base. Officially known as the
United States Navy Security Station, most
correspondence referred to the installation
only by its address: 3801 Nebraska
Avenue. In 1943, over 1,100 men and
women worked there. By the end of World
War II, over 5,000 persons were employed
as code breakers in this fenced and heavily
guarded complex. Closely guarded by
Marines, they worked around the clock.
As practiced at Building 26 in Dayton,
the people employed in one building in
the Washington, DC decoding operation
did not know what people in the other
buildings were doing. That process was
deliberately divided into several parts to
help ensure that no one person knew the
entire operational details.
The American Bombes were six times
faster than the British counterparts. But
they were huge and complex, measuring
over seven feet tall, ten feet wide and
two feet deep, and weighed 2.5 tons.
Bonnie and many others who worked at that facility were involved in decoding German
intercepts. Their work was accomplished under the title Project Ultra. When people asked
what she did, she told them she was a pencil pusher. She never told anyone that her navy
rating was Specialist Q, Second Class (CP)…navy parlance for cryptographer.
In other buildings, similar work was accomplished, using Bombe machines to decode
Japanese radio messages. That work was done under the code name Project Purple.
Collectively, Projects Ultra and Purple are credited by many historians with shortening
the war by two to four years. Winston Churchill told King George when hostilities ceased
in 1945: “It was thanks to Ultra that we won the war.”
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The WAVES assigned to the
decoding work were quartered in a
huge nearby complex that was
simply dubbed Quarters D. This
complex of barracks and support
facilities was once the largest in
the nation. It was devoted to
housing the thousands of WAVES
assigned to various parts of the
Navy’s organization located in
and around the nation’s capital.
Bonnie vividly remembers being
there at the end of the war:
“When peace was announced, we all went out into the street to celebrate. Then, as
night fell, all was dark because of the total blackout. The beautiful skyline was all
dark. Then, all of a sudden one light came on in one of the buildings and it was
followed by the memorials and monuments all being lit up. At first there was quiet,
then there were many cheers from everywhere!”

~ “I Saved a Sailor for Me” ~
Some of the intelligence that Bonnie helped gather revealed the position of German Uboats. That information was instrumental in preventing many US merchant ships from
being sunk. One of the merchant mariners that sailed in harm’s war during World War II
was Leo Selb, a high school classmate of Bonnie’s.
After the war, Bonnie and Leo renewed acquaintances, married and
had three children. Bonnie also worked at the local post office and
became a member of the only all women American Legion Post in
New Jersey. She also served for several years as an officer in a
nationwide organization for WAVE veterans.
Bonnie Wiedrich Selb is fond of saying that her wartime work involved saving a man for
herself for after the war…and Leo was that man. Leo’s rejoinder is that she didn’t tell
him that until it was far too late for him to get away.
Projects Ultra and Purple were kept secret for 35 years. The British and the Americans
allowed third world countries to get their hands on Enigma machines. This enabled Allied
security agencies to keep tabs on those countries’ communications for decades. When
the top secret classification from Projects Ultra and Purple was ultimately removed in
1980, Bonnie was finally able to tell her family what she had done during World War II.
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~ “Who Said a Woman Can’t Keep a Secret?” ~
Her family was amazed when they learned of Bonnie’s wartime
activities as a code breaker in Project Ultra. Tight-lipped, she
had never said a word about her military work to anyone…even
Leo…until the government made her secret public. As far as
anyone knows, neither did any of her service sisters.
The above quote is one of Bonnie’s favorite sayings.
Something she usually includes in presentations that she still
makes to school children in western New Jersey as she
approaches ninety years young. She relishes the opportunity to
tell younger generations about what she modestly refers to as
her small contribution to the war effort.

~ A Night at the Museum ~
Bonnie also speaks on occasion to groups of
Girl Scouts when they encamp overnight
onboard the battleship NEW JERSEY; now a
museum ship located just a few miles from
Bonnie’s home in Mantrua, New Jersey.
Much like Bonnie did in the 1940’s, these
girls get to experience what it is like to eat and
sleep in a US Navy-created environment.
The NEW JERSEY is well maintained,
mostly by former members of her crew. The
battleship is moored slightly upstream and
across the Delaware River from her
birthplace, the Philadelphia Navy Yard.

~ Postscript ~
I don’t know Bonnie Selb, and only learned of her World War II experiences through a
friend who volunteers onboard the NEW JERSEY. I knew the basic story of Project
Ultra, and about Enigma and Bombe machines. But I didn’t know about the major
contribution to Ultra’s success provided by WAVES in the 1940’s. Theirs is another
Greatest Generation story...of a time when Americans routinely did what was needed.

Bill Lee
October 2012
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